Transfollicular drug delivery: current perspectives
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Abstract: The pilosebaceous unit is the collective form of a hair follicle, hair shaft, and sebaceous gland. Within the skin, this three-dimensional composite shows a distinctive biochemistry, metabolism, and immunology. Presently, most researchers in this area are focused on the hair follicles, as they see these as a potential pathway for both localized and systemic delivery of various chemotherapeutics. Better understanding of the configuration of the hair follicle is mulled over in order to design rational drug formulations to achieve targeted follicular delivery. Targeted drug delivery may enhance the efficacy of current therapeutics to treat diseases of follicular origin. The present review covers follicular drug delivery with the potential to target the pilosebaceous unit.
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Introduction

Transdermal delivery has great potential to deliver drugs continuously into the systemic circulation, thereby circumventing first-pass metabolism. However, when focusing on drug delivery to specific areas in the skin, such as the hair follicle and sweat and sebaceous glands, application of the drug on the skin surface demands a more selective approach to increase the drug concentration at the site of action. For many decades, scientists experimenting on human skin have questioned the relative significance of drug transport via the stratum corneum (SC) against penetration of the drug through the follicular shunts of the pilosebaceous units. Initial experimentations revealed a minute role of follicles in achieving a steady state in drug permeation, which was contradicted. This was illustrated by qualitative studies of dye and stain localization in the hair follicles, specifically offering confirmation of penetrant buildup, while maximum absorption was shown by the some compounds in the region of maximum follicular densities.

The SC is a primary barrier to percutaneous absorption. It is also considered the major route for various drugs or biomolecules penetration. Recent reports demonstrated that the transepidermal route, hair follicles, and sebaceous glands significantly contribute to topical or transdermal delivery. Below the skin surface, the hair follicles provide a large surface area for potential absorption of drugs or compounds, because of an enfolding of the epidermis extending deeply into the dermis.

Sebaceous glands associated with the hair follicles secrete sebum, which may in return manipulate absorption by providing a lipoidal pathway. However, this is difficult to prove, because the most of the follicle-rich parts are also associated
with small corneocytes, which would affect nonfollicular absorption. Moreover, the detailed nature of pilosebaceous transport mechanisms has yet to be established. Recently, various studies have supported follicular drug penetration in the delivery of therapeutics, which is contradictory to previous assumptions. At the end of the 20th century, scientists working on skin delivery expressed two different opinions. One group favored the transfollicular route for drug delivery, but the other group said that the available surface area was simply too small to be of any relevance. Cosmetic scientists consider transfollicular applications for their products to be of great relevance. Therefore, the transfollicular route would be useful for effective delivery of antiacne products that are targeted to pilosebaceous units, antiperspirant products delivered to eccrine glands, or macromolecules (such as peptides and hyaluronic acid). For delivery of such product(s), the SC shows reluctance to allow penetration through the skin.

With time, transfollicular delivery research became stagnant, and this led scientists to agree with the initial view of Scheuplein, who in 1967 wrote that the transfollicular pathway was limited to the early phase of skin permeation, before steady-state diffusion is accomplished. During the early 1990s, Hueber et al concluded that human skin appendages, (hair follicles and sebaceous glands) formed a penetration path for steroids and other chemical molecules of similar molecular weight and characteristics. Another approach tried to analyze the participation of the infundibulum in overall skin delivery.

Penetration of chemicals/drugs via skin of newborn (24 hours old) rats was compared with 5-day-old rat skin. In vitro penetration of hydrocortisone through skin from rats killed at 24 hours and 5 days after birth was compared. These studies showed that skin penetration was fivefold greater in the presence of intact follicular units. A less popular method of evaluating the impact of the transfollicular route on skin delivery was to test the penetration of the same compounds in like formulations through the skin of different body sites with varying hair-follicle densities, then assigning the found differences in permeation to the participation of additional hair follicles. Rolland et al reported the significance of size in transfollicular delivery of drugs and chemicals. Researchers demonstrated that polymeric microspheres (3 and 7 μm) penetrated exclusively through the transfollicular route; however, whether this was real penetration or accumulation into the pilosebaceous unit and deeper dermal tissues could not be demonstrated.

**Basic structure of skin**

Insight into anatomical, physiological and chemical properties of the skin is required for the knowledge of basic features of skin. Skin basically consists of four layers: 1) the SC (nonviable epidermis), 2) viable epidermis, 3) dermis, and 4) subcutaneous tissues (Figure 1). Apart from these layers, it also has numerous allied appendages: hair follicles, sweat glands, apocrine glands, and nails. The innermost layer is subcutaneous tissues, which are made up from connective fibers and fat. This layer serves as an insulator, a shock absorber, depot of calories, and supplier of required nutrients for more superficial skin layers. The base of hair follicles and secretory duct of sweat glands and cutaneous nerves, as well as networks of lymph and blood vessels, are also located in this area. The nature of the dermis is a fibrous layer that holds up and reinforces the epidermis. Its thickness ranges from 2 to 3 mm, and is comprised of a loose connective tissue matrix that is composed of collagen (a fibrous protein, embedded in a semigel matrix that contains water, various ions, and mucopolysaccharides). This matrix facilitates the holding of cells, and allows oxygen and nutrients to diffuse into the epidermal cells. This layer has hair follicles, sebum and sweat glands, and an extensive blood supply and nerve network. The neighboring layer of the dermis is identified as the papillary layer, which offers nutritional support to the viable epidermis. The papillary layer shows an important role not only in a nutritional function but also in temperature, pressure, and pain regulation. Additionally, it contains various cells in a sparse cell population: fibroblasts, responsible for the connective tissue synthesis; mast cells, involved in the immune and inflammatory responses; and melanocytes, involved in the production of melanin.

At the differentiation stage, the epidermal layers (stratum germinativum, stratum spinosum, stratum granulosum, stratum lucidum, and stratum corneum) are transformed into corneocyte cells. Here at the cellular level, changes occur, such as lamellar body extrusion, loss of the nucleus, and a rise in the keratin content until the SC is formed. The outermost layer of the epidermis is the SC, also known as the nonviable epidermis. The SC has an approximate thickness of 10–20 μm, which can differ from one body part to the other. In a given cross section of skin, it consists of 15–25 stacked, flattened, hexagonal, and cornified cells known as corneocytes or horny cells, attached to a mortar of well arranged intercellular lipids. A brick and mortar model describes this type of arrangement of cells, which serves as a rate controlling barrier in case of transdermal absorption.
of drugs. Corneocytes are approximately 40 µm in diameter and 0.5 µm in width and principally comprised of insoluble bundled keratins (approximately 70%) and lipids (~20%) located in the cell covering. The intercellular matrix includes lipids and desmosomes for corneocyte cohesion.\(^{16}\)

In this area, lipids have noticeable roles in many respects:
- from the skin surface to the base of the SC, lipids constitute the continuous phase
- among biological membranes, the composition of lipids (mainly ceramides, free fatty acids, and cholesterol) is unrivaled, and particularly the absence of phospholipid is remarkable
- despite this shortage of phospholipids, polar bilayer-forming lipids and SC lipids present as multilamellar sheets
- principally saturated and long-chain hydrocarbon tails allow a highly arranged and interdigitated configuration.

In a lipid matrix, the staggered corneocyte arrangement is proposed to offer an extremely tortuous lipoidal diffusion passage: the membrane becomes 1,000-fold less permeable for water compared to other biological membranes. The intercellular lipid layer is present as a continuous phase for substances of small molecular size, thus it is referred to as the most important pathway for absorption of these kind of substances.\(^{18}\) Two to three weeks are required for complete turnover of the SC layer.\(^{16}\) It is the main barrier for exchange of substances between the body and environment, because of the composition and structure of the SC. Therefore, it is a tough task for drug delivery through the skin. Furthermore, intracutaneous metabolism, a high drainage rate because of blood and lymph capillaries appear in the dermis, and a peripheral immune system potentiate this anatomical barrier.\(^{19}\)

### Anatomical and physiologic aspects of pilosebaceous units

#### Hair follicles and types

Pilosebaceous units comprise an integrated organization of hair follicle, hair shaft, and adjacent arrector pili muscles with associated sebaceous glands. Hair follicles are made up of two parts: one is the hair bulb and the other is the hair shaft, which is enveloped in an inner root sheath, then an outer root sheath, and by an outermost acellular basement membrane called glassy membrane. As a keratinized layer, the outer root sheath is present throughout the epidermis, while the inner root sheath ends about halfway up to the follicle.\(^{20,21}\) Each hair follicle is coupled with either one or more flask-shaped sebaceous glands, which are outgrowths of epithelial cells. These holocrine glands are connected by ducts to the upper region of the follicle. Regulation of hair growth is governed by cells found near the hair bulb.\(^{21}\) Figure 1 shows various skin layers and possible routes of drug delivery to the skin strata.

Human hairs are of two types: terminal and vellus. Macroscopically terminal hairs are pigmented, >2 cm long, and >0.03 mm thick. Terminal hairs generally contain a medullary cavity,\(^{22}\) and present more than 3 mm depth into subcutaneous tissue. Another type of vellus hair is unpigmented, usually
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**Figure 1** Skin layers and possible routes of drug delivery to skin layers.

**Notes:** (A) Transepidermal route, (B) Transappendageal route.
short in length (<2 cm), and thin (<0.03 mm), and these are typically distributed just 1 mm into the dermis. Interestingly, some hair follicles can exist in a transitional phase between terminal and vellus forms. The hair follicles in the scalp typically grow as a unit. Each follicular unit is composed of one to four terminal hairs and one to two vellus hairs and encircled by branches from the same arrector pili muscle.23 The pilosebaceous unit is a complex and dynamically three-dimensional (3D) structure that controls various activities of a biochemical, immunological, and metabolic nature.24

Hair cycle

Hair follicles have a specific growth cycle that includes alternating multiplication and rest phases. Hair follicles show a growth cycle of three major phases:

• anagen or growth phase – rapid proliferation occurs in a continuous manner to make the inner root sheath, and moves in an upward direction to form the hair shaft
• catagen or involution phase – in this phase, three processes occur: end of mitosis, reabsorption, and cell death of the lower follicle segment
• telogen or resting phase – prior to the hair being shed.25

In recent times, the two other stages – exogen (release of telogen fibers from hair follicles) and kenogen (lag time between exogen and development of new anagen fiber) – have been expressed as the hair-growth phase. More than 85% of scalp follicles are found in the anagen phase (period 2–6 years), while approximately 2% of scalp follicles follow the catagen phase (2 weeks), and approximately 10% are in the telogen phase (2–4 months).26,27 The elongation rate of the scalp-hair shaft has been found to be 0.3–0.4 mm per day. Proliferation and subsequent differentiation of the matrix keratinocytes in bulb sites affect the rate of elongation of hair shafts. The size of the hair bulb determines the thickness of the hair shaft.26 If changes occur in the hair cycle, this results in the majority of hair-growth problems.

Androgenetic alopecia is caused by a shortening of the anagen stage, with a clinical consequence of more hair loss, followed by a conversion of terminal to vellus hair follicles, termed miniaturization. However, hypertrichosis and hirsutism conditions can show a prolonged anagen phase with conversion of vellus hair follicles into terminal.28 The endocrine system, and particularly the pineal gland, modulates hair growth upon seasonal changes, because of a reciprocal relationship between circulating prolactin levels and melatonin concentrations, elevated during summer and lessened in winter.

The synthesis and release of sebum are additional key functions of pilosebaceous units, comprised of short-chain fatty acids with fungistatic and bacteriostatic properties. The total disintegration of glandular cells of pilosebaceous units secretes sebum and is discharged through ducts into the upper third of the follicular canal.29 In this region of the follicle, sebum provides an environment of neutral and nonpolar lipids. The human sebum contains 57% triglycerides, 26% wax esters, and approximately 2% squalene. Sex hormones and age affect glandular activity for secretion of sebum. Secretion is lacking in infants, accelerated at puberty, and decreased in elderly persons. Interestingly, the density or size of follicles is not affected by the sebum-production rate,29 but there is some contention related to the effect of temperature on the secretion of sebum. It has been found that secretion is steady irrespective of season,30 but other evidence suggests that sebum output is augmented in hot conditions.31 Figure 2 presents the factors affecting sebum production in humans.

Types of hair follicles

Generally, hair follicles are of two types: terminal follicles which are androgen-free hair (eyebrows, lashes) and vellus follicles which are hormone-dependent hair on the scalp, beard, chest, axillae, and pubic region. They are comprised of >2 cm long terminal hair shafts with a thickness of >60 mm, are pigmented, and contain medullae.32,33 Most scalp hairs are not medullated, and medullae are only present in prominent terminal hair fibers.31 Terminal hair generally extends more than 3 mm into the hypodermis. The remaining body of adults is covered with vellus hair, short (<2 cm) and thin (<30 mm diameter). These hairs are usually unpigmented and extend just 1 mm into the dermis part. Some hair follicles can exist in a transitional phase between terminal and vellus forms.25,26,32,35 Palms of the hand, soles of the feet, lips, and parts of the external genitalia are only the skin regions devoid of hair follicles.34,36 The hair follicles in the scalp region are characteristically organized in the follicular unit, comprised of one to four terminal hairs and one to two vellus hairs, and encircled by branches of arrector pili muscle.25,35

Numeric occurrence and size of hair follicles

In the past, follicular penetration was ignored, because it was assumed that hair follicles covered <0.1% of total skin area. However, recent studies have concluded that the above assumption is acceptable for the inner side of the forearm, which is generally employed for skin-permeation studies as an experimental region. However, hair follicles of different body regions show variations in number of hair follicles, follicular orifice size, diameter of hair shafts, and volume
and surface of infundibula. For follicular penetration studies, knowledge of hair-follicle density and size are a necessary requirement.

Hair shafts show comparatively minute differences in diameter (16–42 mm). Maximum shaft diameters are observed in the sural (42 mm) and thigh (29 mm) regions, with the narrowest on the forehead (16 mm). The maximum hair-follicle density is found on the forehead, ie, 292 follicles/cm². The maximum follicular infundibula volume, which is represented as a potential follicular reservoir for dermally enforced compounds, is found on the forehead, ie, 0.19 mm³/cm², as well as in the sural area, ie, 0.18 mm³/cm². In comparison to the reservoir of the SC, all follicles are open for the penetration process in the follicular reservoir on the forehead. For the scalp and face, the combined areas of follicular openings can be more than 10% of the total skin area.

**Transfollicular drug delivery**

**Hair follicles and potential drug-targeting sites**

The medulla, cortex with melanosomes, and the cuticula constitute the hair shaft, and have flat and cornified cells (roof-tile arrangement). The hair shaft can be divided into:

- the infundibulum, present between the skin surface and the duct-opening point of the sebaceous gland to the hair canal
- the isthmus, found between the bulge area and the duct-opening point of the sebaceous gland

- the suprabulbar zone, where differentiation of different layers of anagen follicles start and are identified very easily at this level
- the hair bulb, with the dermal papillae linked to the blood vessels.

The outer root sheath is a stratified epithelium that surrounds the hair follicle continuously with the epidermis. The superficial portion of the hair-follicle infundibulum (acroinfundibulum) is lined by the epidermis, including a considerably developed SC and a stratum granulosum layer. The lower region of the infundibulum, referred to as the infrainfundibulum, may get an uninterrupted loss of epidermal differentiation toward the isthmus, and acts as a most important entry portal for applied contents.

The sebaceous gland serves as a potential therapeutic target site, and is engaged in acne etiology and androgenic alopecia. 5α-Reductase is expressed in androgenic alopecia, particularly in regions of the face and scalp, and changes testosterone to the more potent metabolite 5α-dihydrotestosterone. Considerable efforts have been reported to show the maximum accumulation of different bimolecular substances in androgen-dependent glands. Additionally, a wide capillary bed coupled with the upper dermal vasculature provides the upper follicle and sebaceous glands with blood, producing the opportunity of systemic drug delivery. The bulge region is situated just below the sebaceous glands, which is responsible for follicle reconstitution and could be another attractive targeting site. It is comprised of stem cells of high proliferative capacity. These
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**Figure 2** Factors affecting sebum production in humans.
cellular areas are the specific target area for gene delivery to help in long-term correction of genes in cases of genetic skin disorders/congenital hair disorders. The hair-bulb region with hair-matrix cells regulates hair growth and pigmentation.

Teichmann et al developed a method to differentiate transepidermal and transfollicular permeation. They utilized a varnish–wax mixture to block follicles selectively. The varnish–wax mixture was used for the determination of chemical and physical ultraviolet filters and curcumin penetration into follicles, in addition to in vivo follicular penetration of caffeine, which was utilized in a shampoo formulation. Differential stripping allows determination of the amount of a topically applied substance that penetrates into the hair follicles. The technique combines the tape-stripping procedure (removing the SC layer by layer), followed by biopsies of cyanoacrylate skin surface (taking out the components of the follicular infundibulum, the “follicular cast” consisting of a mixture of keratinized material, cell detritus, lipids and, bacteria).

Barriers to follicular drug delivery

Although pilosebaceous units may be acceptable as either potential target sites or shunts for delivery of various drugs, arrival into these skin structures can be difficult, due to architectural and physicochemical hindrance. Table 1 shows a list of these possible barriers, with corresponding resolving strategies. The size selectivity of the follicular openings can represent a potential barrier for particulate-delivery systems.

In human facial skin, it is reported that fluorescent polystyrene microbeads (7 μm diameter) show maximum follicular deposition. Beads of larger size retain more on the surface of the skin, while smaller beads cross the superficial layers of the SC. Very similar results were found with dansyl chloride-labeled microbeads. Various studies of polymeric microspheres reported a diameter of 5 μm or 1.5 μm as optimal for effective penetration. However, there may be other considerable size-selective methods functioning at the micromillimeter scale. In current studies with porcine skin, it was decided that polystyrene particles of 20 nm diameter presented much higher follicular deposition than particles of 200 nm diameter. In addition, minoxidil-encapsulated microparticles of 40 nm diameter were found to be superior to particles of 130 nm diameter in the context of facilitating transdermal drug penetration through the skin of hairy guinea pigs. Table 2 presents various microparticulate systems intended for follicular drug delivery.

The sebum may hinder upward transportation of substances, especially of hydrophilic drugs. An in vitro study with rodent skin revealed that release of sebum from the sebaceous gland was induced by a mild heating process, and thus sebum filled the follicular space and also obstructed the follicular penetration path of various drugs of a hydrophilic nature. In contrast, for the follicular uptake of a few lipophilic molecules, the presence of sebum may be a prerequisite. In this context, the penetration of moderately lipophilic substances, such as curcumin (log K = 3.3) via human skin was followed by a combination of stripping, staining, and laser-scanning microscopy (LSM). The nature of the follicles was found to be either active or inactive. Active follicles were those engaged in sebum formation and/or hair-growth processes, while inactive follicles did not show hair growth or sebum production. It was observed that the curcumin penetrated active follicles but not the inactive ones, due to a phenomenon performed by the hair-follicle shaft referred to as “proposed pumping”. In the case of sebum, it has been suggested that formulation with a suitable wetting agent could ensure that the vehicle shows good contact with the sebum throughout the vent of the duct.

However, the role of sebum in drug delivery is still poorly understood. Before extrapolating the data from animal to

Table 1 Potential barriers and resolving schemes combined with drug delivery into pilosebaceous glands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential barriers</th>
<th>Resolving scheme</th>
<th>Bioactive</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size selectivity</td>
<td>Optimize microparticle diameter</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12, 47–49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebum</td>
<td>Utilize a lipophilic penetrant</td>
<td>Curcumin 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebum</td>
<td>Utilize a vehicle miscible with sebum</td>
<td>Propylene glycol</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair cycle</td>
<td>Apply penetrant during anagen</td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Curcumin 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Microparticulate systems intended for follicular drug delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin model(s)</th>
<th>Microparticulate fabrication with size range in nm</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human and rhino mouse</td>
<td>PLGA with adapalene; 5,000</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Titanium dioxide; 17 Polystyrene; 1,000–24,000 and 750–6,000</td>
<td>12, 38, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>Polystyrene, 20–200</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairy guinea pig</td>
<td>PCL-block-PEG with minoxidil; 40–130</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairless rat</td>
<td>Porous nylon with methylene blue; 5,000</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig; regrown human epidermis</td>
<td>Solid-lipid nanoparticles with Nile red and silver; 150–500</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PEG, polyethylene glycol; PLGA, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid).
human studies, differences in sebum chemistry among the several species should be accepted. The preparation of artificial human sebum\textsuperscript{55,56} and use of differential scanning calorimetry are required for explanation of artificial sebum–drug interaction characteristics\textsuperscript{57,58} and may show the way forward. Pilosebaceous drug delivery is also influenced by the hair-growth cycle. It has been suggested that the hair-growth cycle influences the delivery of liposome-encapsulated fluorescent molecules.\textsuperscript{59}

Optimization of DNA transfection into human follicular cells was performed during the start of the anagen phase.\textsuperscript{51} The deposition of curcumin was also limited in human skin follicles during the anagen phase.\textsuperscript{7} Although the mechanism is not well defined, identifying the particular cycle of hair-growth phase appears to be essential for standardizing experimental circumstances (Table 1).

**Physicochemical characteristics for transfollicular delivery**

The simplest method selects a therapeutic from various pharmacological categories that has appropriate physicochemical characteristics to penetrate into the pilosebaceous unit. A useful method is a simple equation for steady-state flux that considers factors related to the penetration rate of drug molecules via the horny layer.\textsuperscript{60} Permeation into the pilosebaceous unit via hair follicles, focusing on the therapeutic to be targeted, showed that various features of the moiety determine its penetration. Generally, controlling properties for penetration can be changed for short-term or finite-dose (depleting) conditions.\textsuperscript{60} The cumulative amount of penetrants, \(m\) below) passing per unit area via the SC can be calculated using the formula:

\[
\frac{d_m}{d_i} = \frac{DC_0K}{h}
\]

where \(C_0\) is the constant concentration of the drug in the donor system, \(K\) is the partition coefficient of penetrants, \(D\) is the diffusion coefficient, and \(h\) is the thickness of membrane.

From Equation 1, we derive the ideal characteristic of a moiety penetrating into the pilosebaceous unit. These are:

- low molecular weight, generally not more than 600 Da, when Dalton count tends to be high
- sufficiently soluble in nonaqueous and aqueous media, so the membrane concentration gradient (the driving force for diffusion) may be high (\(C\) is large)
- saturated solutions (or suspensions having the same maximum thermodynamic activity) encourage maximum flux in equilibrium systems; high but balanced (optimal) \(K\) (too large may suppress clearance by live tissues); low melting point, correlating with good solubility as predicted by ideal solubility theory
- potential for binding with skin components and metabolism in skin should not be ignored; binding metabolism may reduce the amount of drug moiety being delivered in the follicular site.\textsuperscript{61}

**Potential candidates for transfollicular drug delivery**

Hair follicles are seen as a promising target for transcutaneous drug delivery,\textsuperscript{6,10,40} especially for gene therapy and vaccination.\textsuperscript{59} Table 3 lists suitable candidates for transfollicular drug delivery.\textsuperscript{62–77}

**Schemes for enhancement of follicular delivery of therapeutics**

Efforts are continuously under way to enhance the extent of follicular delivery with advances in nanotechnology-based modulation at both the macro- and micro-levels. Adopted schemes have incorporated the application of optimized vehicles, microspheres, liposomes, and lipoplexes, as well as iontophoresis. The literature referring to each of these schemes is sequentially elaborated in the following sections.

**Optimization of vehicle**

The vehicles used in the formulation can highly influence the extent of follicular drug delivery. For effective pilosebaceous drug delivery, one of the suggested strategies is that a volatile organic solvent like ethanol is used to dissolve and remove sebum from the follicular duct.\textsuperscript{50} The percutaneous absorption

**Table 3** Suitable candidates for transfollicular drug delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug candidate</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tacrolimus</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dichanol</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Aminolevulinic acid</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caffeine</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclosporine</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triamcinolone acetonide</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enoxacin</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trihexyphenidyl HCl</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosteroid</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-molecular-weight heparin</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfractionated heparin</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paromomycin</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDNA</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriamycin</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estradiol</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levonorgestrel</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** pDNA, plasmid DNA.
of pyridostigmine bromide with excised rat skin was found to
be maximum with the application of ether, ethanol, dimethyl
sulfoxide, or propylene glycol.\textsuperscript{77} In contrast, the addition of
terpene, nerol, or ozone in the preparation decreased transfollicular
penetration, due to hindrance in transport via the SC.
In experiments applying a hamster-ear model, it was found that
salicylic acid accumulation in the follicles attained maxi-
mum levels when lipophilic vehicles rather than hydrophilic
vehicles were used.\textsuperscript{58}

In an in vitro experiment with human scalp skin, Grams
et al found that application of different combinations of
propylene glycol–surfactant enhanced accumulation of
lipophilic dyes in the follicle, while the application of 30%
ethanolic solution was optimal for less lipophilic dyes.\textsuperscript{9} In
mouse skin, Dokka et al examined modified oligonucleotide-
deposition kinetics. They reported follicular accumulation
of an oligomer by using a saline solution, while a lipophilic
cream delivered the nucleotide into the dermis but not into
the follicle.\textsuperscript{79}

Several emulsion-based systems as follicle-targeting
vehicles have been examined. Topical application of plasmid
DNA-loaded water-in-oil nanoemulsions led to enhanced
DNA transfection into follicular keratinocytes of mouse
skin.\textsuperscript{80} Other studies have been performed for the comparison
of different water-soluble penetrants with respect to trans-
dermal penetration via rat skins showing density differences
in follicles.\textsuperscript{81} The researchers predicted that encapsulation
of compounds within oil-nanoemulsion droplets would show
increased transportation of water-soluble substances via the
follicular route. Moreover, the hydrophilic–lipophilic balance
of the surfactant blend used in the preparation was found to
affect the rate of follicular transport of inulin (model pen-
trant). This study showed that greater transfollicular trans-
port of inulin was the result of lower hydrophilic–lipophilic
balance values of the surfactant. Mechanistically, it was
suggested that the administration of solubilized penetrant
through the follicular route was potentiated by the sebum-
miscible external oil phase. It was also found that salicylic
acid deposition in the follicular area could be increased in a
water-in-oil system by providing more oil-phase volume.\textsuperscript{58}

Applications of microparticulate systems
Numerous efforts have been directed toward the fabrication of
microparticulate follicle-targeting strategies. Some of these
research experiments have been exercised employing several
animal models. For example, one team prepared different
topical formulations composed of poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic
acid) microspheres.\textsuperscript{12} Adapalene-loaded microspheres (5 µm
diameter) showed antiacne properties. Evaluations with an in
vivo rhino/mouse model showed a high comedolytic property
of the system. Recently, Mordon et al\textsuperscript{52} explored the fate of
dye-loaded porous nylon microspheres (5 µm diameter) when
these were employed on the skin of hairless rats. Interestingly,
after 26 hours’ treatment, dye was extensively distributed
inside the follicular site and sebaceous glands, which pen-
etrated up to a depth of approximately 400 µm below the skin
surface. In another investigation on pork skin, fluorescent dye
loaded polystyrene nanoparticles showed prominent penetra-
tion.\textsuperscript{49} To visualize particle penetration through the tissues,
confocal LSM (CLSM) was utilized. Surface imaging showed
that the nanoparticles were primarily collected in the open-
ings of certain follicles in a time-dependent manner, while
in porcine skin, engineered “solid-lipid particles” showed
increased delivery of fluorescent molecules preferentially
to the hair follicles.\textsuperscript{53}

Human skin is considered the most relevant study tool
compared to other models, due to variation in the morpho-
logical and physiological characteristics of species. In this
context, poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) microspheres
containing adapalene were applied topically, and showed
a deposition of adapalene in human skin, especially in fol-
cicular regions.\textsuperscript{12} These microsphere formulations presented
superior efficacy compared to simple adapalene aqueous
gels. Lademann et al analyzed the deposition process of
coated microparticles with titanium dioxide, commonly used
in commercial sunscreen products.\textsuperscript{30} Mostly, particles were
retained on the surface of skin or administered by penetration
into the superficial layers of the SC. However, less than 1%
of the microparticles were collected in the upper regions of
the hair follicles. Toll et al used polystyrene microspheres at a
size of 0.75–6.0 µm onto freshly excised human skin
samples.\textsuperscript{47} These human skin samples were subjected to
shock-freezing and slicing into 5 µm sections, to visualize
microparticle deposition using fluorescence microscopy. It
was observed that the microspheres penetrated hair follicles
up to 1,000 µm beneath the skin surface. Lademann et al
suggested that a “pumping” mechanism in the hair shaft was
probably supporting the transport process.\textsuperscript{7}

Use of liposomes
Liposome has been found to be a potential carrier for delivery
of various therapeutic molecules into targeting sites. The
follicular region is the most approachable site for drug
delivery via liposomes.\textsuperscript{82,83} Over a decade ago, Balsari
et al reported that liposomes modified with monoclonal
antibodies were used as a protective measure for alopecia
induced by doxorubicin in rats.\textsuperscript{84} Li and Hoffman found that
calcine–, melanin–, and DNA-loaded liposomes improved
the accumulation of each penetrant inside the follicles of histocultured mouse skin compared to aqueous control solutions. On the other hand, experiments have also been carried out for exploring the topical potential of liposomes (nonionic) for both hydrophilic (eg, cyclosporine A) and hydrophilic bioactives (eg, α-IFN). There was significant accumulation of both drugs in follicles in vivo (hamster-ear model). Interestingly, ionic liposomes were found to be ineffective for pilosebaceous drug delivery. In vivo studies in a mouse model with nonionic liposomes showed that they promoted delivery of minoxidil as well as plasmid DNA to the follicles. Recently, fluorescence-imaging techniques were applied for studying the deposition of the anticancer drug adriamycin in the follicular region of a hairless rat model. It was revealed that accumulation of adriamycin in the follicular site was improved considerably, due to liposomal encapsulation, depending upon the composition of liposome. Similarly, Verma et al showed effective induction of hair growth in Dundee experimental bald rats with cyclosporine encapsulated in liposomal formulations.

Applications of topical lipoplex

Lipoplexes are a potential drug-delivery approach that employs DNA–cationic lipid complexes designed to facilitate transfection. Cationic liposomes are blended with either plasmid DNA or oligonucleotides, resulting in formation of complexes spontaneously. It has been expressed that the nucleotides contain a negative charge, which can bind to cationic lipids with electrostatic bonding. In vitro studies with follicles of human hair demonstrated that intrafollicular delivery of oligonucleotides was improved by lipoplex-based formulations. Approximately 0.5% of the employed dose was delivered within 24 hours after topical application to hair bulbs and the deeper skin layers. Further, in an in vivo experiment on both mouse skin and human xenograft, the transfection potential of hair follicle’s progenitor cell was established.

Iontophoresis

Several studies have shown that hair follicles act as channels rather than depots for the iontophoretic flux of different molecules. Iontophoresis may be especially beneficial for delivery of ionic, polar and its compounds of high molecular weight at systemic sites, which usually have slow or negligible absorption in passive mode.

Microneedling

Microneedling is a physical method that induces modification in the SC mechanically and produces micron-sized channels or pores in the skin. This characteristic of the microneedling technique provides delivery of various molecules or therapeutic substances, including proteins, which would usually not penetrate via unbroken skin. These induced microchannels spontaneously shut after some time (approximately 10 minutes), and the epidermal barrier stays intact. This method is advantageous over other therapies due to its mechanism of altering the upper skin layers utilizing fractional laser. Earlier investigations have demonstrated that microneedling enhances the absorption of different compounds through skin absorption. Microneedling potentiates the delivery of therapeutics more efficiently and penetrates deeper skin. In other research, triamcinolone acetonide was introduced with microneedling into alopecia areata patients (n=2), and increased drug absorption with its known immunomodulatory activity. One more benefit of this combination could be that the microneedling technique stimulates collagen and hence may counter the chance of atrophy induced by triamcinolone. Microneedling has also been applied to promote the penetration of minoxidil. This approach induces hair stem cells and growth factors in androgenetic alopecia. Microneedling may also be helpful to promote the penetration of aminolevulinic acid (ALA) or methyl aminolevulinate in photodynamic therapy (PDT) into the skin. Clementoni et al treated 21 persons with photoaging by applying PDT with light of 630 nm. This “pretreatment” prior to application of ALA seemed to be well tolerated, and permitted better absorption and possibly deeper penetration of ALA following the set incubation time. Torezan et al also applied microneedling-aided PDT to improve the penetration of methyl aminolevulinate into the upper layer of skin of patients with solar keratosis.

Nanocarrier-based approaches

Niosomes

Tabbakhian et al reported that colloidal vesicular systems like niosomes (nonionic surfactant-based vesicles) and liposomes were superior to conventional formulations (eg, aqueous alcoholic solutions) in transfollicular targeting of drugs. Niosomes showed blending of skin lipid(s) and phospholipids, which resulted in improvement of drug penetration into the skin. Membrane characteristics of the SC changed with niosomes as they fused with the upper layer of the skin, and led to improved drug permeation. It was proposed that niosomes are a potential candidate for controlled and targeted drug delivery. Niosomes enhanced the permeation of numerous chemicals and drugs through the SC. Minoxidil (2%)-loaded niosomes expressed more dominant hair growth compared to a conventional dosage form. Niosomes also
participants in the improved permeation of DNA, proteins, and peptides. For drugs and chemicals, Span and Tween are commonly used materials for the synthesis of niosomes. Polyoxyethylene ether and diacylglycerides are applied for the encapsulation of protein and DNA. Ciotti and Weiner demonstrated human IL-1 expression level of pDNA by application of various formulations. pDNA expression from niosomes was significantly superior to the phosphatidylcholine-based liposomes and control formulation tested.87

Nanoparticulate delivery into hair follicles

Nanoparticulate systems improve the skin absorption and bioavailability of drugs/chemicals, as well as permit drug targeting into the skin and/or its substructures.108 Application of small particulates ensures close contact with the SC.109 Nanoparticles also allow close contact with superficial junctions of the SC and the furrows present among the corneocytes, which provide effective permeation of active principle in superficial layers of skin. Subsequently, evaporation of the aqueous phase from the nanoparticulate system applied on the skin surface results in skin occlusion. The SC becomes more hydrated with decreased corneocyte packing, as well as extended intercorneocyte gaps, subsequently improving the transport of the drug. Topically applied nanoparticles tend to diffuse and accumulate in the hair follicle; these characteristics assign nanoparticles penetration and depot-forming capacities.110,111 They are frequently employed for medical and cosmetic purposes.108,112 Nanoparticles of ∼300 nm in size penetrate more deeply into the pilosebaceous unit than nonparticle contents. These nanoparticles are also stored for a longer time period in the follicular region than nonparticle materials. Toll et al analyzed hair follicles of excised human skin with penetration of particles of sizes 0.75 and 6.0 µm.47 It was observed that 0.75 µm particles permeated better and more deeply into the pilosebaceous unit than larger particles. The cause for the effective nanoparticle penetration appears to be a pumping phenomenon developed by the rigid hair shafts. The movement of hair serves as a geared pump; because cuticular layers have a zigzag structure along the hair shaft.109 Movement of hairs pushed the particles into the hair follicles, which are similar in size to hair cuticles. Live tissues continuously performed these movements.113 Nanoparticles applied onto the skin surface can accumulate in the follicular opening and penetrate along the follicular duct. It is advantageous to treat various dermatological problems with regard to appendages. Moreover, the nanocarrier system can deliver the active drug moiety not only into the skin more deeply but also into the systemic circulation for therapeutic aims. This strategy is successfully applied in numerous nanoparticulate formulations, such as polymeric, metallic, and lipid nanoparticles.

Polymeric nanoparticles

Various nanoparticles have been explored for potential application in absorption via the follicular route. Among these, the polymeric nanoparticle is an efficient tool for follicular drug delivery. Polymeric substances, such as polyvinyl alcohol, polystyrene, polyactic acid, polyethyleneimine, polyglycolic acid, poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid, and cellulose, are applied for the formation of polymeric nanoparticles to deliver drugs/chemicals into the follicles. Polystyrene-based nanosystems are the first nanoparticle system approached for follicular drug delivery. Alvarez-Román et al applied carboxylate-altered polystyrene nanoparticles of 20 and 200 nm diameter to analysis of skin-penetration and distribution patterns.46

Lipid nanoparticles

Sebum is present in large amounts inside the follicular ducts. Due to the lipophilic nature of sebum, components can easily interact with lipid-based nanocarriers. Based on this fact, the nanoparticles of lipid materials may be beneficial for sebum interaction and subsequent aggregation in the pilosebaceous unit. Solid-lipid nanoparticles and nanostructured lipid carriers are new generations of lipid nanoparticles formulated from solid lipids. Solid-lipid nanoparticles are made up of pure solid lipids, while nanostructured lipid carriers are manufactured by a solid matrix that encloses liquid-lipid nanocompartments.114,115

Newer techniques for follicular delivery

To date, a major problem in assessing drug delivery via the transfollicular route has been the lack of a quantitative model system that is free of follicles but maintains the properties (structural, biochemical, and barrier) of normal skin. Earlier models have proved extremely useful for studying follicular penetration, such as in the Syrian hamster ear, the fuzzy rat, the macaque monkey, and the regrown scar-tissue system.6 Importantly, in recent years, two novel quantitative systems have emerged, and these are reported in the following sections. Furthermore, development in newer technologies has simplified ongoing advances in visual imaging techniques, and some developments within this context are also reviewed.
The skin-sandwich system

Recently devised and validated, the in vitro skin-sandwich or composite system can be used to quantitatively deconvolute the role of hair follicles to total drug penetration. In this technique, overlaying of an extra SC layer onto a human epidermal membrane is employed in the arrangement of a sandwich or composite dual membrane. It is essential that both components of this system are from the same skin donor. Interestingly, the shunt pathway via both components of the membrane is obstructed. The theory behind the approach is less complicated. Through a solid homogenous membrane passive at a steady state, drug flux is indirectly proportional to the path length traveled by the permeant. Human skin contains primary barrier penetrants within the SC; therefore, flux via the sandwich system should be just half that through the single epidermis if the shunts provide a lot less contribution to the penetration mechanism. On the other hand, if sandwich flux is considerably less than half the flux of the epidermis, then that would prove that the role of the shunt route is notable. Similarly, estimation of the shunt contribution is also possible by measurement of lag times, since these are directly proportional to the square of the path length.

Skin sandwich system is based on few reasonable assumptions. First, it is assumed that the shunts express hair follicles and that the opening of sweat ducts with smaller measurements shows a smaller contribution to the drug-absorption process. Second, the nucleated epidermis exhibits minute resistance to permeation, and is not considered for the sake of simplicity. Moreover, for highly lipophilic drugs, the system cannot be used, because the penetration of such compounds means the SC will no longer be the main barrier. Finally, the theory assumes that new pores are not produced during the permeation mechanism. In spite of these limitations, the skin-sandwich system in drug-delivery research acts as a very powerful tool. This was highlighted by Barry with the help of a theoretical analysis, who considered in practice what occurs is the two membranes do not adhere strongly together. The possible reason would be the presence of few aqueous channels lying laterally within the skin layers. However, application of a Monte Carlo simulation showed that even assuming incomplete adherence, the distance traveled by a molecule during this lateral diffusion was very long in comparison to SC thickness and nucleated epidermis constituting the bottom layer. Therefore, the results can still be safely interpreted on the basis of ideal contact behavior, even though adherence in the sandwich is imperfect.

In various experimental settings, the skin-sandwich system has already been used. Involvement of the follicles in the penetration of estradiol via the transepidermal route was investigated using ultradeformable liposomes. It was observed that the follicular route played a very minor role in the delivery of estradiol from these liposomes. Afterward, for the comparison of skin permeation of mannitol with estradiol under passive circumstances, the sandwich technique was employed. Mannitol is considered a model permeant of hydrophilic nature, while estradiol behaves as a model lipophilic drug. It was found that during the initial 8 hours of drug penetration, follicles mediated the transport of mannitol completely, while estradiol exhibited entirely nonfollicular penetration. When mannitol flux was compiled over a longer timescale, a more complex picture emerged. Interestingly, estradiol encapsulated in liposomes did not affect the nonfollicular route preference of drug. Overall, the skin-sandwich system obviously behaves as an effective novel tool that has yet to be completely employed in mechanistic research of skin transport.

The sebum-discharge approach

This in vitro methodology relies on the fact that discharge and filling of sebum to the follicle shaft from sebaceous glands is induced by either the treatment with mild heating (42°C) or by application of low-intensity ultrasound. Skins of Wistar rats or guinea pigs are used for the estimation of the sebum-discharge effect. It has been shown that deposition of lipid in the shafts blocked this route for the transport of hydrophilic compounds. In male Wistar rat skin, it was found that sucrose and mannitol were absorbed virtually via the follicular route. It is yet to be demonstrated whether this mechanism improves in human skin.

Advanced optical imaging systems

As mentioned earlier, CLSM has become a well-established noninvasive imaging method with high resolution for skin, as well as other biological tissues. The main benefits of this methodology include its good time-resolution nature, in vivo application capacity, and visualization ability at multiple depths that are parallel to the surface of samples without any required mechanical sectioning. Grams et al extended CLSM cross-sectional imaging in unfixed, fresh human skin with the use of online drug-diffusion visualization. In vitro study in human scalp skin with this variant CSLM approach showed quick transport of lipophilic labels through follicles from an employed aqueous solution. The combined effort
of confocal Raman spectroscopy and confocal microscopy used is another promising approach for analyzing follicular drug delivery.\(^{120}\) Optical coherence tomography is a further new methodology, and has been used in combination with LSM for imaging of follicular pores.\(^{17}\) This technology is currently applied to distinguish open-hair follicles from follicles attached with corneocytes.

**Immunization through transfollicular route**

For transdermal delivery, the presence of the SC barrier is the main hurdle for the penetration of therapeutics into deeper sites of the skin. Transcutaneous immunization is a needle-free approach for vaccination through the skin.\(^{121}\) Unmasked vaccine antigens and conventional vaccine preparation cannot overcome the barrier function of human skin SC to a degree that would permit the significant delivery of a considerable amount of antigen. However, needle-free vaccination is preferably selected to avoid the probability of contamination, which usually occurs with syringes due to the probability of spreading communicable diseases by sharing needles. Transcutaneous immunization combines the benefits of other routes applied for mucosal vaccination employing needle-free techniques. This method is potentially free of risk, convenient, and economical. Generally, immunization via the mucosal route shows superiority to conventional vaccination via intramuscular or subcutaneous injection. Transfollicular delivery is being demonstrated as an alternative pathway for vaccination.\(^{122-125}\) Some experiments have shown that vaccination via the transfollicular route may support a biased response by CD8\(^+\), which would be a plausible mode of action of vaccines against endogenous pathogens or virus contamination.\(^{123}\) In transfollicular vaccination, antigen-loaded carriers would be trafficked throughout the hair follicles to arrive at the site of abundant perifollicular Langerhans cells, which may act as antigen-presenting cells.\(^{126}\)

Appendages of skin and hair follicles contain several parasitic microbes in large numbers. The lower part of hair follicles has no SC, so tight junctions may participate as compensatory mechanisms when a physical barrier is not present.\(^{127}\) Tight junctions in contact with the immunological barrier expressed by other epithelium tissue, including interfollicular epidermis, acts as a barrier.\(^{128}\) The number and activation state of perifollicular Langerhans cells are both linked to hair cycling in a dynamic pattern.\(^{129}\) Also, it has been demonstrated that the reaction toward allergens applied topically is less marked throughout the anagen (ie, proliferation) state.\(^{130}\) The developmental stage of hair follicles may provide a successful transfollicular immunization path. The difference in hair cycle among various hair follicles leads to variability in immune response to transfollicular immunization.

**Animal models employed for study of transfollicular drug-delivery route**

**Hairless animal model**

We know that for the study of the transfollicular pathway, the alternatives of animal models are currently limited. A hairless rodent model may be a best, obvious, and suitable choice for expression of the nonfollicular route; however, these animals only show macroscopic hairlessness and do indeed have defective hair follicles. The skin of hairless rodents typically has a hyperkeratinized SC with enlarged hair follicles, sebaceous glands, epidermis, and dermis, and hair follicles frequently contain cysts.\(^{131,132}\) Hairless rodents have histological differences, yet in spite of this, hairless rodents are widely used as models for percutaneous permeation of various chemicals and therapeutics. For some experiments, the hairless rat has been more precisely employed as a follicular model instead of the follicle-free scarring hairless rat skin model.\(^{90,78,133}\) Illel and Schaefer\(^{134}\) introduced anesthetized rats into water of 60°C for 1 minute, followed by removal of the epidermis, which produced follicle-free skin in hairless rats and healing for 3 months. At this point, evaluations of transepidermal water loss showed normal barrier function, and histological examination indicated a total absence of hair follicles and sebaceous glands. The elementary in vitro studies performed by Illel and Schaefer revealed that after 24 hours, the steady-state flux and complete diffusion of 2\(^{3}\)H-hydrocortisone were 50-fold greater for hairless rat skin compared to follicle-free hairless rat skin.\(^{134}\) In vitro studies showed that penetration of a wide range of therapeutics or chemicals, such as tritiated caffeine, niflumic acid, and p-aminobenzoic acid, was about threefold less through a follicle-free model compared to the hairless rat skin model.\(^{11}\) Hueber et al supported these determinations with in vivo studies using radiolabeled substances like hydrocortisone, progesterone, and estradiol. The overall outcome of these experiments was that follicular transport occurs, especially via sebaceous glands, and is significant for various topically applied substances.\(^{10}\)

**Follicle-free area of guinea pig skin model**

The hair follicles and sebaceous glands are totally absent in the skin at the back of guinea pig ears, and due to this it is assumed to be a potential model that excludes follicular routes. However, this is an extremely small surface area...
at this site, so investigations are limited and site-specific lipid-composition variability is possible from other sites. Wahlberg employed measurements of surface-radiation disappearance to quantify in vitro and in vivo percutaneous absorption by the application of aqueous and organic mercuric chloride and sodium chloride solutions, which were employed on hairy and follicle-free guinea pig skin. Although differences found in this study were not clear, it should be mentioned that systemic absorption was not measured.\textsuperscript{135}

Syrian hamster-ear model

The ventral side of the Syrian hamster ear contains sebaceous glands in large numbers. Therefore, it is used as a model for sebaceous glands, which act as depot sites. This model, developed by Plewig and Luderscheidt, is based on the fact that the Syrian hamster ear is structurally similar to human sebaceous glands.\textsuperscript{136} Matias and Orentreich developed a method for application of formulation to the ventral surface of the ear.\textsuperscript{137} After the application of formulation at a specific time point, the test animal is killed and the ear is stratified into several anatomical layers to permit scraping of sebaceous contents. These scraped sebaceous components can be quantitatively evaluated by various methods that depend on the employed chemical or permeant. Several molecules in different vehicles, mostly liposomal preparations, have been observed to be absorbed in considerable quantity into the hamster ear via sebaceous glands.\textsuperscript{138,139}

Macaque monkey model

The ideal animal model for clearly determining the contributions of the SC and follicular path remains elusive. At present, the study of an animal model with absolute and completely developed hair follicles may be the best choice. The macaque monkey may be one of the most physiologically accurate models, particularly for studying follicular drug delivery to treat androgenic baldness. This animal shows species-specific frontal scalp baldness that coincides with puberty. These models may be particularly relevant for the analysis of human androgenic alopecia, since the hormonal and genetic factors that cause baldness closely parallel those inducing baldness in humans. Uno and Kurata determined that when the hypertrichotic drugs minoxidil and diazoxide were topically applied, it caused significant enlargement of follicles and regrowth of hair in bald macaques. In a different evaluation, topical use of an antiandrogen drug that inhibits the enzyme 5α-reductase provided prevention of baldness in preadolescent macaques.\textsuperscript{140,141}

Conclusion

It can be concluded that drug delivery via the transfollicular route is a promising concept, but it needs molecular exploration to establish better therapeutic exploitation. It appears that the transfollicular delivery route is quite complex in nature, and transportation of the drug via appendages may be modulated by an array of different variables. To date, the majority of experiments in this field have been attempted by applying a variety of drugs, different skin models, many application protocols, and modes of end-point evaluation. As a result, it has become complicated to recognize correlations between different penetrant properties, formulation fabrication, and the degree of follicular permeation. Clearly, further research is required to be carried out on a more systematic and methodical basis. This should allow recognition of the function of the various modulator parameters in transfollicular absorption, to ease the optimization process.

More precisely, it is a need to make a clear demarcation of purpose while using transfollicular route. Transfollicular route is more suitable for systemic drug delivery, where they act as shunts, while it contributes insignificantly in local therapy. The most suitable technique for the former application may be utilized for newer in vitro methodologies, ie, sebum-discharge systems and the skin-sandwich system. These approaches have not yet been widely applied, but their quantitative analysis can help simplify the role of follicles in transdermal drug delivery. These studies should be applied in combination with emerging imaging techniques reported herein. However, in vivo studies are still warranted for both local and systemic follicular applications, because of compromised outcomes of in vitro approaches owing to follicular shaft collapse and/or elimination of the perifollicular circulation. Another hurdle in this area concerns the contribution of sebum, its physicochemical characteristics, and the behavior of sebum–drug interactions. Further, improvements can be attempted in this field by synthesis of synthetic sebum and characterizing its properties, especially in respect to the solubility profile and diffusion rates of several drug molecules.
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